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Methods

Microplastics are ubiquitous
• Sandy beaches cover ~75% of the
world’s shorelines (Davis & Fitzgerald
2009).
• Microplastics are particles, pellets or
fibers <5mm
• Microplastics are ubiquitous – found in
rivers, lakes, beaches, and deep sea
• The sand crab (Emerita analoga) is
found on most Oregon beaches
• Across California Coast ~ 34% of sand
crabs ingested microplastic
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• Sand crabs and surf perch ingest microplastic
on Oregon’s coast
• Sand crab egg development is delayed when
exposed to microplastic
• Surf perch development and predator-prey
interactions are affected by microplastic
ingestion
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Are Sand crabs eating
plastic?

•Sand crabs
are filter
feeders
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Does it effect
sand crab
offspring
development?
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Surf perch consume crabs as 90% of their diet

Heal the Bay

Research Questions
•Are sand crabs in Oregon eating
microplastic?
•Are surf perch ingesting microplastics when
they eat sand crabs?
•Does eating microplastic affect reproductive
output (sand crabs, surf perch)?
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Above: Lab test for
reproductive
development in sand
crab eggs.
Right: Stages 1-5 of
sand crab egg
development, then 1-3
of larval development. Larval 2
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